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PRIZE 2016

Foreword by Jane Watters

Since the first Gallipoli Art Prize was awarded in 2005 the art collection that has been assembled in the intervening
years reflects the creed of the Gallipoli Memorial Club, with its values of “loyalty, respect, love of country, courage and
comradeship”. Over those years the club has acquired works by artists from Australia, New Zealand and Turkey, the
three countries forever changed and connected by the events of 1915, and each year artists from across the nation
take up the challenge of distilling those values in their art work.
In 2016 the prize continues to attract the support of the visual arts community who have once again responded with
innovative works that preserve the best of the ANZAC spirit. The broad range of imagery represented in the Prize
demonstrates the level of inquiry by the artists into the stories and people from not just the Gallipoli campaign but
from other conflicts and also from daily life experiences.
The judges were extremely heartened with the quality of the submission to the award in 2016 and believe they
have selected an engaging exhibition of work which demonstrates the diversity of approach and thinking that artists
embark upon whilst interpreting the creed. We were impressed with the painterly results of the finalists and thank
them all for their efforts.
The judges have awarded the 2016 prize to Jiawei Shen’s work “Yeah, Mate!” the first time a Chinese born-Australian
artist has been given the prize. Shen is a history painter who was trained in the traditional atelier model and is a
champion of skills and techniques that are gradually being eroded from contemporary art training and practice.
The work is based on an iconic photograph of the Gallipoli campaign which held in the collection of the Imperial War
Museum, London. It is heroic in the very best sense without descending into the schmultz depictions of mateship &
sacrifice so prevalent in other genres.
The judges have highly commended the work by Geoff Harvey “Sister Kelly the 1st Imperial Camel Corps Brigade”
which explores the role of Egypt in the war effort and the difficult conditions that nurses endured.

Jane Watters
Director, S.H. Ervin Gallery
(on behalf of the judges)
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Our Creed
We Believe...
That within the community there exists an obligation
for all to preserve the special qualities of loyalty,
respect, love of country, courage and comradeship
which were personified by the heroes of the Gallipoli
Campaign and bequeathed to all humanity as a
foundation of perpetual peace and universal freedom.
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ALISON MACKAY
For the Fallen
Oil on 12 birch panels
75cm x 80cm
In many countries around the world, those who have lost their lives in conflicts are remembered with tree plantings
which often line the roads around towns and cities. Where I live, on the south coast of NSW, the trees used in our
local Memorial Avenue are spotted gums – majestic trees with bark that is smooth and skin-like, with softly coloured
patterns appearing like age spots.
My work juxtaposes sections from these trees in grid formation – the ranks of their unique forms reflecting the many
unique individuals whose lives were lost.
‘For the Fallen’ is the title of the full poem by Laurence Binyon from which the Anzac Day ‘Ode of Remembrance’ is
taken –‘Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn…”
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AMANDA MAYRHOFER
Life, Death & Remembrance
Oil on canvas
120cm x 91cm
Since 1919 the brilliant red poppy that, grew on the battlefields of northern France and Belgium during WW1, has been
adopted as the official Emblem of Remembrance for Remembrance Day. Each year on the 11th of November, millions
of people around the world wear the bright red poppy as an outward sign, that on this special day, that they too,
remember not only those who served and perished in WW1, but also to acknowledge all who have served or perished
in wars.
The poppy is a powerful emblem that reflects many of the characteristics of those killed on the battlefields. The poppy
appears slight and fragile, with its papery soft petals and slim fragile stem like the young fragile lives lost in war.
Despite its fragile appearance, it has a toughness and resilience. It can survive and grow in harsh conditions and its
vibrant flowers bloom for about a month before dying and retuning to the soil. As the poppy flower fades and dies, like
the fallen soldiers, its legacy continues on as its seeds, scattered across the ground, continue the cycle of life, death
and remembrance.
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BEN TANKARD
Unpopular Penguin 46
Acrylic on canvas
92cm x 122cm x 3cm
“My painting is part of a series, which take Penguin paperbacks as a starting point, but I have distorted and abstracted
them. The Middle Parts of Fortune is a classic war novel, written by Australian-born Frederick Manning, portraying the
experience of WWI infantrymen in a very honest and jarring way
The painting was built up in many layers, most of which are obscured. The paint drips and sags, and is gritty in
places. The text is chopped and broken up, possibly representing psychological or physical injuries. This kind
of abstraction seemed to fit in with the novel’s themes and style.”
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CARMEL COSGROVE
Autographic Brownie
Acrylic, collage on wood
40cm x 50cm
My grandmother, Norah Gill was given an Autographic Brownie camera by her father as a farewell gift before she
left for Egypt in WW1. Her camera captured her incredible voyage by ship from Australia to Egypt and her time
spent living and working in Cairo as an army nurse. When I was a little girl I, as my father had when he was a boy,
loved flicking through the photograph albums, wanting to know all the stories, in awe of how amazing and brave my
grandmother was. There were stories of love, compassion, conflict, sadness, loyalty and bravery. On every photo
there was a smile on my grandmother’s face and I am sure as a nurse she shared a lot of joy, laughter and warmth
with the wounded soldiers she cared for. These photos have sadly aged, deteriorated and are slowly disappearing.
But the memories and stories will never be lost because they are told today to my children and will be passed on to
their children.
Sister Norah Gill will be honoured at a special ceremony at, “Warra/Jandowae Remembers” which will be held at
Trumpeters Corner, via Warra on Sunday 24th of April, as part of an ANZAC week commemoration. Dame Quentin
Bryce will be making a speech & plant a Gallipoli pine at Trumpeters Corner.
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CRAIG HANDLEY
a Repetition
Oil on linen
67cm x 92cm
There is repetition to the sound
To the history…
Unease to an existence
afforded
By sacrifice not
understood
but nonetheless taken.
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DARRELL MILLER
The Times They Are a Changing
Oil on canvas
58cm x 120cm
In 1901 the Australian flag was founded, the Blue ensign, the Red ensign and the White ensign all have their place in
Australian history. The stars have had changes but the flag has stayed the same (as yet), and in Banjo Patersons poem
“We’re all Australians now” this says exactly what I think it is all about and I quote the last verse.
“and with Australian flag shall fly, a spray of wattle bough
to symbolise our unity, we’re all Australians now”
This 14 verse poem was an open letter to the troops in 1915.
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FLEUR MACDONALD
Shall We Never Forget The Spirit & Courage of Our Heroines’ & Heroes’
Gouache & UV-polyurathane on wooden panel
46cm x 61cm
The courageous few who served for their country, served with their fellow woman and man in the harshest of
conditions. Day and night was a living nightmare but their bravery saw them pull through and their memory will
outlive any War!
‘Shall we never forget the spirit and courage of our heroines and heroes’
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GEOFF CUNNINGHAM
On the Beach
Acrylic and aerosol on canvas
76cm x 102cm
When I came across this photo of Alec Campbell, I was struck by how young and innocent he looked. Alec was just
sixteen when he enlisted - literally still a boy.  
Sadly for many parents throughout the country, this was not uncommon, and although Alec was one of the lucky ones
to return, many young men did not.
What would a typical sixteen year old Australian boy be doing today? Going to school or playing sport, computer
games or skateboarding?
By placing the original Alec side by side on the beach with an alternative version of himself, I am highlighting that war
is no place for boys.
I am also reminding the viewer that our current way of life is only possible due to the sacrifices that he, and many
others made, so that the “Alec” of 2016 is free to surf at the beach instead of fight on it.
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GEOFF HARVEY
“Sister Kelly & the 1st Imperial Camel Corps Brigade”
Acrylic on board
108cm x 189cm
Egypt played an important roll in the WW1 effort for the Australian & NZ forces.
It is where they began training to become fighting soldiers.
In this ancient land they were stationed in hastily improvised training camps (at Mena near Cairo) for long months
before advancing to the Dardanelles where they landed at Gallipoli and where the ANZAC legend was born.
During this long conflict the ANZAC causalities were transferred to Mena Camp in Egypt to rest & recover.
It is in this arena that my painting “Sister Kelly & the 1st Imperial Camel Corps Brigade” is staged.
My narrative painting tells the story of the conflict from a “behinds the scenes” perspective. It is not set in the
battlefields but in the desert sands of Egypt.
Vital rolls were preformed here and it was my desire to shed light on this somewhat forgotten chapter of the war.
The war shaped many lives & here the nurse’s endured hardships & extreme conditions to do their important work.
They formed strong friendships & they lived in a close community guided by a universal desire to help the wounded.
Egypt was also the place where the 1st Imperial Camel Corps Brigade was formed & trained. Many of the Australian
Light horsemen joined this brigade. They were familiar with horses & they easily adapted those skills to working with
camels.
Contrary to common belief camels worked well with the soldiers & the diggers admired their stamina & adaptability.
The camels were used to transport supplies for the duration of the war. And also used in operations against the
Senussi & at Romani as well as other battle locations. And they proved to be worthy allies.
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GEORGE KURTELOV
He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother
Oil & wax on canvas
150cm x 120cm
“He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother” was inspired by my own experiences in the former Yugoslav army and by the
treasure and legacy of poetic verses left by Australian fallen soldiers in Gallipoli:
‘There is a holy place across the sea,
Held by a host of dead;
Where ghostly sentries stand on ground
O’er the ground where their bodies bled…”
By M.G. Meugens, in Country Life.
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GLEN PREECE
The Last ANZAC to leave Gallipoli
Oil
76cm x 61cm
My painting was inspired by a story I read in our local paper about a young Private Frederick Pollack from Cowra,
Central West, NSW.
The evacuation of Gallipoli was one of the major achievements of World War 1. According to Charles Bean’s “Official
History”, Fred Pollack was the last Australian off Gallipoli and only narrowly escaped being left behind.
Noted Bean: “He had obtained permission for special reasons to have a rest in his dugout, having previously arranged
with his mates to call him before they left. They, however, understood him to refer to a different dugout, and, having
thoroughly searched the one in which he usually and found it empty, assumed that he had gone on to the beach.
Pollack, waking later, found the area silent. He went along the trenches, but they were empty.
Running to the shore, he found no sign of movement until at North Beach he came on men embarking on one of the
last lighters and went with them.”
Pollack served with the 13th Battalion and later the 4th Machine Gun Battalion in France. He and his family moved to
Canberra in the 1940’s and lived at Ainslie. Pollack died in 1958 and is buried in Woden Cemetery.
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HADYN WILSON
A day on the Cove
Oil on board
120.5cm x 90cm
Australians have had a strong cultural association with the beach. It seems to represent the quintessential expression
of freedom, leisure and identity, more so now than at any time in the past.
The fact of Gallipoli and the very different but familiar association with beach that place evokes, has perhaps created
a greater sense of identity with that particular theatre of war and with it a more poignant and resonating identification
with Anzac Cove over the more costly and arguably more strategic battles of the Somme, Poziēres and Fromelles
where Australian casualties were much greater.
This painting places these two disjunctions, (albeit with some licence taken with scale, location and time of day) in
parallel, and makes the point that the actual experience of war is mostly beyond the imagination of the majority of
Australians who have not actually fought in one. The well-intentioned flag waving and nationalism that the Anzac story
evokes can also represent a shrill chasm of misunderstanding between the reality of the war experience and our
contemporary culture.
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HELEN EXTON
The Soft & Hard Hat
Mixed media
20cm x 25cm
”The Slouch Hat” is a soft hat with the brim that can be pulled down over the ears. “The Helmet” is a piece of
protective headgear worn by motorcyclists, soldiers, policemen and divers.
They represent: The universal values of protection and safety, sanctity of human life and country.
There is a shared identity and comradeship that is expressed through wearing the soft and hard hat.
They have become “the shell” that gives protection from adversity.
The soft and hard hat, timeless and symbolic of loyalty, respect and courage, they echo love of man, woman and child,
love of country, in the face of strength and adversity.
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HUGH TRANTER
Lark flying at dusk – Anzac Cove, 1915
Oils
32cm x 28cm
Many Australian soldiers at Anzac Cove observed that nature continued to thrive around them, despite the war. Similar thoughts
were expressed by a British soldier at that time:
‘Bird and insect life is most interesting here… Larks can always be seen, and their presence seems to lessen in some degree the
sordidness of war. One feels thankful that, no matter how many guns may be thundering, the noise is never sufficiently loud to drive
away the birds. They fly about heedless of the messengers of death, which ever and anon speed through the air.’
(6 December, 1915. Lieutenant W Sorley Brown, 4th Battalion, King’s Own Scottish Borderers)
This picture was inspired by the accounts of bird life at Gallipoli and seeks to capture the brief periods of peace that must have
descended on Anzac Cove from time to time.
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JIAWEI SHEN
“Yeah, Mate!”
Oil on canvas
213cm x 122cm
My painting “Yeah, Mate!”(2015) based on an icon Gallipoli photograph which kept in the Imperial War Museum,
London. The original caption is: “At ANZAC Cove, an Australian bringing in a wounded comrade to hospital. The men
were cracking jokes as they made their way down from the front.”
I nearly copied the photo but in oil paints and I tried to maxmumly reappear the colourful sunshine and all of details of
from human bodies to uniforms and soldier’s equipment.
The only thing I added into the composition was the rainbow, which colour suggesting medals, and also symbolizing
the spirits of loyalty, respect, love of country, courage and comradeship.
I joined Australian nation from 1989 and got Australian citizenship in 1998. I share the memories of Gallipoli with every
member of our nation, and in tears when listening Waltzing Matilda. As a professional history painter during the days
of the 100th anniversary of the battle of Gallipoli, I painted this painting, to do my duty.
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JOHN COLET SCHOOL YEAR 6
Woven Connections
Acrylic, mixed media
110cm x 75cm
The background of black and gold patterns was inspired by the designs of the Turkish Carpets.
The silhouettes of the ships remind us of the landing and the evacuation of the Allies.
The colour red represents the sacrifice of all.
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KAM LING BETTY CHAN
War Cries
Acrylic on canvas
92cm x 92cm
This is an artwork of New Zealand Soldier Lieutenant Spencer Westmacott of 16th Waikato Regiment 1915. My
inspiration came from my recent trip to New Zealand and to the Te PaPa Museum where I stumble upon to a Gallipoli
Exhibition featuring Spencer Westmacott. He was a great inspiration of mine and I always wanted to do a painting of
him.
In this painting, the background is lack to accentuate the sense of dark and fear of war. I’ve used dark colours
because war is dark and gives an impression of military security.
Westmacott’s expression shows the power and braveness emphasising that he is not afraid of death yet desperate to
fight for the protection of his country. War does demonstrate fear and death but also illustrate power of bravery.
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KEVAN RUSH
Sunset on Anzac 2
Acrylic on board
167cm x 100cm
With great admiration and fascination for this subject I have painted yet again the World War 1 digger using an
experimental technique of acrylic on board.
Memorialised by artist and sculptor Alan Somerville who created and cast the 4.2 meter bronze statue. Situated at the
western end of the Anzac Bridge Sydney and perfectly aligned to connect with the sunset on Anzac day April 25th.
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KRISTIN HARDIMAN
A Day for Reflection
Oil on canvas
182cm x 91cm
Even though the events at Gallipoli happened over a hundred years ago, we should never forget.
I think Anzac Day is a day for reflection not celebration and is about sacrifice not glory.
My artwork is symbolic of all those directly affected by war; those who served and fought, those who tended the
wounded and those who were left to grieve.
It is also about sharing the spirit and knowledge through the generations and hopefully leading to a unity and
understanding.
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LAURA JONES
A Wreath for Peace and Remembrance
Oil on linen
122cm x 92cm
This painting was made last year while I was on an art trip to the old gold rush town of Hill End, in central west NSW.
I was thinking about how I would make a painting to honour the memory of the lives lost on the Gallipoli Peninsula in 1915
and thought about how a lot of the young men who had enlisted came from small towns just like the one I was staying in.
Seeking adventure outside of their small communities, many of the young men had packed up and joined the army to help
fight for their country. A feeling of excitement that I can only imagine turned into a deep homesickness when they began to
realise what they were facing.
I collected plants and flowers that were growing around the town, and twisted them into a wreath, which I placed next to
my easel to paint. A homage to the small towns that lost so many boys, and to the boys themselves.
At the time I was researching flower meanings, and found that the cuttings I had collected formed a circle of sad yet
beautiful symbols through history.
My wreath of grapevine, figs, rosemary, sage, roses, pomegranates, quince, thistle and laurel - signifies many qualities
including friendship, knowledge, remembrance, good health, love, healing, faith, pain, and eternal life. These universally
recognisable and homely plants, I feel, help to represent and preserve the legacy of the fallen ANZACs, honouring them and
their sacrifice made for peace and freedom.
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LINDSAY SPEARS
The Land Girls
Oil
90cm x 60cm
Between 1942 and 1945 thousands of Australian women volunteered for what became known as “The Fourth
Service”. The women became agricultural workers, filling the gaps left by men serving overseas, and keeping a
most vital industry going. This work is dedicated to the Australian Women’s Land Army, and to all the women who
volunteered in so many fields in their country’s time of need.
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LYNNE MULLANE
I May Have Changed
Acrylic on linen
100cm x 100cm
My painting, ‘I may have changed’ is based on a World War 1 photograph of my grandfather Charles Lesley Webster (Les)
and his unknown (to me) comrades. Les was a light horseman and the original photograph has an ‘x’ marked near his
face. I have always wondered if he sent this photo to his mother and whether he thought that she might not recognise
him after he had experienced warfare. I would like to identify his friends but do not believe this is possible. I do not know
whether they survived the war but hope they all returned safely. Les died when I was in primary school aged 69 in 1965.
He was wounded in the war and suffered ill health for many years. I remember him as an old man but when I gaze into
his young face and the faces of his friends I can imagine them young, proud to serve and courageous.
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MARGARET HADFIELD
ANZAC Courage
Oil
100cm x 150cm
Sapper Curtis McGrath is a todays ANZAC. A New Zealander who joined the Australian Army, is called ‘Kiwi’ by his
mates. Curtis was mutilated by an IED in Afghanistan and being the medic, he directed his immediate care which led
to his survival.
In rehabilitation, Curtis has thrown his energy into physical development and discovered kayaking and canoeing. He is
an international champion in his class of disability and hopes to be in Rio 2016.
The sun-tanned muscles of his upper body are in stark contrast to the prosthetics of his lower limbs. Curtis exudes
a positive attitude and is really happy to be alive, even though it must have been a painful and tough journey. Curtis
doesn’t like the label ‘Hero’ and is uncomfortable with attention. It is for these reasons, I placed him in the shadows
and smiling. A true inspiration.
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MARYANNE WICK
Unto the Angels
Acrylic on wood
152cm x 116.2cm x 6.5cm deep
Located outside Marrickville Town Hall, the memorial reads:‘ERECTED TO THE HONOR AND GLORY OF THE MEN OF MARRICKVILLE WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES TO GOD AND THE CAUSE OF
HUMANITY IN THE GREAT WAR 1914 - 1919’.
Above the memorial sits the ‘Winged Victory’. The original statue, created by Gilbert Doble in 1919, depicted Nike, the Ancient
Greek goddess who personified victory. Holding a wreath of peace in one hand and a raised sword in the other, her downcast eyes
recognised the huge sacrifices made by the community. Sadly, due to her age, years of deterioration and a number of lightning
strikes, this statue had to be replaced. Today she’s on display at the Australian War Memorial in Canberra.
In April 2015, the new ‘Winged Victory’ was raised. In their new interpretation, artists Darien Pullen and Peter Corlett, while
remaining faithful to the original version, decided to lower Nike’s sword in a gesture of peace and sacrifice. Sitting high on her
pedestal once again, under a brilliant blue sky, this new statue has an ethereal presence. Not unlike a Guardian angel, she watches
over our community, offering protection, strength, courage and consolation on behalf of the fallen. As the divine liaison between
heaven and earth, my painting aims to depict her in this way.
Four hundred and sixty two local residents of Marrickville died during the Great War. Their names are individually carved in gold
on the memorial. Sadly, many family names appear more than once. Most days, I pass by this memorial and think about my three
uncles who fought in World War II. They came home.
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MELIS SAMI
After the Storm
Mixed media on canvas
80cm x 100cm
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MERV APPLETON
The Field Ambulance
Acrylic on canvas
90cm x 75cm
My painting is about the men and their horses of the Light Horse Field Ambulance Service. These men and their horses
often worked in some of the most appalling conditions to rescue their fallen mates from the terrors of the battlefield,
armed only with a first-aid kit and a Red Cross flag.
An important element in the success of the Light Horse was efficient and highly mobile medical support. They ensured
the removal of the wounded from the front line or regimental aid posts to the advanced dressing station, at which there
were surgical and resting tents. I have always been moved by the role played by their faithful horses who gave there
lives and sadly never returned to their pastures of home.
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PAUL GARCIA JR
A Simple Gesture
Acrylic on canvas
100cm x 100cm
My painting was inspired by an article titled “heartfelt act with a single poppy left for a soldier’. In the lead-up to
Anzac Day last year, a lone poppy was placed on the new Ballina Cenotaph. As the article states.
‘It’s a simple gesture”.
No-one is sure who did it, and possibly the person that laid a single knitted poppy at the Ballina Cenotaph isn’t
concerned about that. The important thing is that it shows Clement John Gribble hasn’t been forgotten. With the
poppy is a card which outlines the life of Clement Gribble, with a photograph.
“Clement is just one of thousands of Australians who lost their lives during that war”.
The simple gesture triggered an emotive response as the catalyst for the creation of the artwork. The composition is
based on the ideals of the ANZAC creed with visual connotations of symbolism, singularity, compassion, appreciation,
and timelessness. Layered with hidden messages. The background is soft and muted of what was once past. The
poppy placed in the foreground is painted with verve, passion and the likely-hood of life in the present moment. A
fallen single petal symbolises thoughts of the individuals that fell, suspended in time as lest we forget.
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PETER SMEETH
Portrait of General Sir John Monash
Oil on canvas
100cm x 75cm
General Sir John Monash fought at Gallipoli and later against the Germans on the Western Front. He was the first
Soldier in 200 years to be knighted on the battlefield by a reigning British monarch.
He was born in Melbourne in 1865 to German Jewish parents, which makes his rise, to command the Australian Army
in Europe, most remarkable. In civilian life he was an Engineer and had three degrees from Melbourne University. He
was a great leader of men and a masterful military tactician who aimed to win battles in the shortest time with fewest
casualties. He was one of the first generals to use air support, artillery support and tanks before the infantry advanced.
At war’s end General Monash was in charge of repatriating the army and equipment back to Australia and later he
fought for soldier’s rights and repatriation benefits.
He died from a Heart Attack in 1931.
There are currently moves to have him posthumously elevated to the rank of Field Marshal.
This painting was a study for a larger, commissioned portrait currently in a private collection in Melbourne. It was
painted using references to photographs and the portraits by Sir John Longstaff and Isaac Cohen.
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PHILIP MEATCHEM
‘’THE RAT’’ Private J. Collins, Tobruk 1941
Acrylic on canvas
102cm x 137cm
‘’The painting is a simple portrait of a single individual. Just one of so many. l’d like to think that it speaks for itself,
and can tell a thousand stories.’’
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ROBYN KINSELA
Coming Home
Acrylic on canvas
160 x 160cm

My Grandmother used to describe how one of my uncles, after returning from WWII, could not sit at the dinner table
with a teapot spout pointing towards him. “Turn the spout away please” he would say as he revisited the horror of
having gun barrels pointing in his direction. PTSD was not a recognised or labelled condition then, and the nurturing
and support that soldiers received from their loved ones was essentially the only “treatment “ they received. For
many, including my uncle, it was just not enough. They went on to lead dysfunctional lives, finding solace and escape
in alcohol and other drugs.
Returning soldiers are in need of much understanding and patience even though we often can’t really understand.
Thankfully we have come a long way regarding the diagnosis and treatment of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder.
In Coming Home I have tried to convey the disorder of imagery that is both chaotic and war-torn and, amid that clutter,
the domestic never-to-be-the-same-again home environment of the soldier. As in real life, the boundaries of the real
and the imagined are tenuous, fragile and ambiguous.
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STEPHEN NOTHLING
Calling
Mixed media on board
41.5cm x 39.5cm
Last year listening to a radio programme of war poetry, a line stuck in my head, “Hammering stars into unforgetting
skies”. I’d been physically hammering stars cut from bottle tops into pictures for a while so this resonated. The
“unforgetting sky” suggests the idea of a memorial. Sky as a holder of memories could act as a metaphor for many
things.
Coo-ee- here is part of the graphic used on some WW1 recruitment posters. It is also a calling of recognition, for the
lost, to adventure and to come home, used in Australia both pre and post colonization.
The flowers are anthropomorphic, white for a type of innocence and represent many different people, experiences and
things both joyous and sad.
I can only hope the painting evokes more than the sum of its parts.
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TIM JONES
Poppy Day – Mount Victoria Memorial Park
Oil on board
122cm x 91cm
This painting was inspired by a Digger’s poem written during the 1920s lamenting the lost. The Mount Victoria
Memorial Park monument to those who served during WW1 provided the main motif as it was completed around the
time. The oil on board painting was started plein air in the park then completed in the studio using photographic and
still life references.
The painting and the poem highlight suffering and loss with the symbols of floral tribute. The veterans can be seen in a
wheelchair, leaning on a corner post to ease an aching stump. The sulphur crested cockatoo screeches from a tree top
angry as their morning grass seed is trampled by the crowd. A single white feather flutters to the ground.
And in the distance is my grandfather, shot through the chest at Gallipoli, Light Horse, trudging up the hill with his
thoroughbred to a training track. He wanted no part of it. Couldn’t see the fuss of ANZAC day when he struggled to get
a fractional pension from the DoD. Let’s not treat our service people of recent conflicts the same way.
The poem was published in “Songs of a Golliard” by Guy Weller, A.N.G. Irving’s grandsons book.
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